Laparoscopy in ureteral engineering: a feasibility study.
We recently bioengineered a ureter substitute from a seeded scaffold implanted by open surgery in the omentum. In view of the development of laparoscopy in the treatment of benign conditions of the ureter, obtaining a ureter substitute by minimally invasive techniques would be a desirable objective. However, conflicting results about the biological impact of carbon dioxide insufflation on the microcirculation of intra-abdominal organs prompted us to investigate first whether the results obtained by open surgery, in terms of vascular supply and maturation, could be reproduced laparoscopically. Bladder full-thickness tissue was harvested laparoscopically from three pigs for urothelial and smooth muscle cell primary cultures subsequently used to seed a small intestinal submucosa (SIS) matrix. After 2 wk, the in vitro seeded constructs were shaped around silicone drains and transferred laparoscopically into the abdomen for omental maturation. Three weeks later, the constructs were harvested for histological, immunohistochemical, and electron microscopic analysis. The laparoscopic procedures were performed successfully in all animals. After omental maturation, the constructs were vascularized and comprised of a well-differentiated multilayered urothelium with umbrella cells, over connective tissue and smooth muscle cells, with no evidence of fibrosis or inflammation. Electron microscopic analysis showed characteristics of a terminally differentiated urothelium. As shown by conventional microscopy, immunochemistry, and electron microscopy, carbon dioxide insufflation does not impact cell growth and differentiation. These findings validate the laparoscopic approach for omental maturation of ureter substitutes.